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Humans are set apart from other organisms by the realization of their own mor-

tality. Thus, determining the prehistoric emergence of this capacity is of significant
interest to understanding the uniqueness of the human animal. Tracing that ca-
pacity chronologically is possible through archaeological investigations that focus
on physical markers that reflect “mortality salience.” Among these markers is the
deliberate and culturally mediated disposal of corpses. Some Neandertal bone as-
semblages are among the earliest reasonable claims for the deliberate disposal of
hominins, but even these are vigorously debated. More dramatic assertions cen-
ter on the Middle Pleistocene sites of Sima de los Huesos (SH, Spain) and the
Dinaledi Chamber (DC, South Africa), where the remains of multiple hominin in-
dividuals were found in deep caves, and under reported taphonomic circumstances
that seem to discount the possibility that nonhominin actors and processes con-
tributed to their formation. These claims, with significant implications for charting
the evolution of the “human condition,” deserve scrutiny. We test these assertions
through machine-learning analyses of hominin skeletal part representation in the
SH and DC assemblages. Our results indicate that nonanthropogenic agents and
abiotic processes cannot yet be ruled out as significant contributors to the ultimate
condition of both collections. This finding does not falsify hypotheses of deliberate
disposal for the SH and DC corpses, but does indicate that the data also support
partially or completely nonanthropogenic formational histories.
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Significance: Awareness of self-mortality is a uniquely human capacity. Ritual-
istic treatment of corpses reflects this realization. Two large assemblages of fossil
human bones from Spain (Sima de los Huesos, SH) and South Africa (Dinaledi
Chamber, DC) are offered as the earliest evidence for mortuary behavior. This
interpretation implies that humans had developed a sense of mortal transience by
≈600,000 to 300,000 years ago. Machinelearning statistical analyses of the skeletal
part representation data upon which hypotheses of deliberate disposal of corpses at
SH and DC are based fail to falsify—but also do not provide unequivocal support
for—those hypotheses. We thus argue that it is premature to assert that SH and
DC shed particular light on the development of the “human condition.”
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The roles of migration, admixture and acculturation in the European transition
to farming have been debated for over 100 years. Genome-wide ancient DNA stud-
ies indicate predominantly Anatolian ancestry for continental Neolithic farmers,
but also variable admixture with local Mesolithic hunter-gatherers1-9. Neolithic
cultures first appear in Britain c. 6000 years ago (kBP), a millennium after they
appear in adjacent areas of northwestern continental Europe. However, the pattern
and process of the British Neolithic transition remains unclear10-15. We assembled
genome-wide data from six Mesolithic and 67 Neolithic individuals found in Bri-
tain, dating from 10.5-4.5 kBP, a dataset that includes 22 newly reported indi-
viduals and the first genomic data from British Mesolithic hunter-gatherers. Our
analyses reveals persistent genetic affinities between Mesolithic British and West-
ern European hunter-gatherers over a period spanning Britain’s separation from
continental Europe. We find overwhelming support for agriculture being intro-
duced by incoming continental farmers, with small and geographically structured
levels of additional hunter-gatherer introgression. We find genetic affinity between
British and Iberian Neolithic populations indicating that British Neolithic people
derived much of their ancestry from Anatolian farmers who originally followed
the Mediterranean route of dispersal and likely entered Britain from northwestern
mainland Europe.
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This paper focuses on the influence of conflict and violence on Neolithisation
and Neolithic dispersal in the Eastern Mediterranean. While the transition from
hunter-gathering to Neolithic economies in the early Holocene is sometimes re-
garded as solely practicable at times of peace and harmonious relations between
communities, we ask whether the subsequent dispersal of Neolithic lifeways over
tens of hundreds of kilometres in the 7th millennium calBC was “facilitated” or
“accelerated” by climate-induced inter-group violence. We conclude that although
early warfare may have become more frequent among Neolithic societies at this
time, it is unlikely that it played any significant role in contemporaneous expan-
sion processes.
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